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§ O. Introduction.

Recently Yano, Houh and Chen ([5J) studied intrinsic problems of a conformally flat
space in terms of sectional curvatures with respect to a unit vector field, in detaiL they
proved the following.

THEOREM 0.1. Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold with a unit vector
field uA. Then the necessary and suffic£ent conditions for (M, g) having the properties:

(1) The curvature operator KkjiAv·wj associated with two vectors ~,h and w h orthogonal
to uh annihilates uh ;

(2) Sectional cun'ature with respect to a section containing uh is a constant;
(3) Sectional cun'ature with respect to a section orthogonal to uh is a constant;

are that the Riemann-Christoffel eun'ature tensor of (M, g) has the form
Kkjih= ),(Okhgji- o/gkj) + f-l {(OkhUj-O/Uk) Ui+ (U~ji-Ujgki) uAI
for some flmetions ), and f-l, gji being tM Riemannian metric of (M, g). In this case,

(M, g) is a conformally flat space for n>3.
In the present paper, we investigate a conformally flat space with two mutually ortho

gonal unit vector fields and with similar types of conditions of sectional curvatures as th
ose stated in Theorem O. 1. Our main result is appeared in Theorem 2. 4.

§ 1. Certain conformally fiat spaces with two unit vector fields.

Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold with metric tensor g, whose components are gji
with respect to local coordinate le}, where, here and in the sequel the indicies h, j, i, ...
run over the range Il, 2. "', nl. We denote by L\} the Christoffel symbols formed with
gji and by fi' j the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to Vi}' If we denote
by KkJi the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor of (M, g), then the Ricci tensor and
the scalar curvature are given respectively by Kji=K'j/, K=gjiKji, where gii are contra
variant components of g.

We define a tensor field L ji of type (0,2) by

(1. 1)

The Weyl conformal curvature tensor Ckj/ is then given by

(1. 2)

where, Lkh=Lktg,h.
An n-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g) IS conformally flat ([3J, [4J) if and

only if
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(1.3)

(1. 4)
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Ckjik=O for n>3,

for n=3.

It is well known that (1. 4) can be derived from (1.3) for n>3.
In this section we prove

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let (M, g) be an n-dimensi.onal conformally flat space (n>3) witk
mutuallyortkogonal unit vector fields uk and vk satisfying the following two conditions:

( I) The curvature operator K"iikXk yi associated with two vector fields Xk and yk orth
ogonal to uk and vk respectively annihilates uk and vk;

(1. 5) K"iikX"Yiui=O, K"jikXkYirf=O.

(11) Sectional curvature K(u) with respect to a section containing uk ortkogonal to vh,
and vice versa are same value, and K(u) is a constant. Then we have

for some functions er and {3.
Proof. We take n-2 linearly independent vectors B,/, (a, b, c, ={t, 2, 3, ,n-2}), or

thogonal to given unit vectors uk and if and let Ba" u" v, be determined in such a way
that (Bak, uk, vk) -1= (Ba" Ui, Vi). Then we have

(1. 6)

(1. 7)

The condition (I) is experssed as

(1. 8)

(1. 9)

(1. 10)

(1. 11)

Transvecting Bern to 0.8) and using (1. 6), we find

or, equivalently

(1.12)

from which, tranvecting with uk,

(1.13)
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Similarly, transvecting (1. 9) with v"Bcm, we have

(1.14)

Comparing with (1. 12) and (1. 14), we obtain

(1.15)

From the second part of condition (IT), we have KkjihX'uiXiu"=constant for any unit
vector Xh orthogonal to uh• This fact can be written as

(1.16)

If we transvect BCmB~l to (1.16) and take account of (1. 6) and (1.15), then the left
hand side becomes

(1. 17)

And consequently (1. 16) implies

(1.18)

because of (1. 6).
We can get from (1. 2) and (1. 3),

(1. 19)

Transvecting (1. 19) with uivi and using (1. 15), we get

(1. 20)

from which, transvecting with It",

(1.21) L(u,v)=O

for n>2, where L(u, v) is defined by Lj,-UiVi. Thus (1. 20) implies that

(1.22)

(1.23) L(u, u) +L(v, v) = -p..

If we transvect u'uh to (1. 19) and using (1. 22), then we obtain

'Cl. 24)

From (1. 18) and (1. 24), we may have

(1. 25)

+ {K(q) +2L(u, U)}UjUi+ {K(o) - P.}VjVi.

The first assumption of condition (IT) means that
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from which, transvecting BcmBbl and taking account of (1.17),

or. using (1.6) and (1. 15),

Substituting (1. 19) and (1. 24) into the last equation and using (1. 22). we have-

from which, transvecting gji and using (1. 23),

(1. 26)

Thus (1. 25) becomes

L(u, u) =L(v, v), 2L(u, u) = - J-l.

(1.27)

where we have put

(1. 28) fJ=K«(J) - J-l.

(2.1)

This completes the proof of the proposition.

§ 2. A theorem on a complete conformally flat space with constant scalar curvature.

In this section, we consider a complete conformally flat space with constant scalar cur

vature satisfying all assumptions as those stated in Proposition 1.1.
Substituting (1. 27) into (1. 19), we find

K kji h= 2a (gjlJrk/- gkhKji)

+ fJ{gk/(UjUh+Vj"Vh) - gji(U1Uh+V1VW

+ gjh(U&Ui+V1Vi) - glh(UJ-Ui+Vj"Vi) },

from which transvecting with gih,

(2.2)

and consequently

(2.3) K=-2(n-l) (na+2fJ).
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Transvecting (2. 2) with ui and vi respectively, we can easily see

Kjtu'= {2(l-n)a-nfl} Uj,

Kjtv' = {2(l-n)a-n{J} Vj'

If we transvect (2. 2) with Kki and using (2.2) and (2.4), then

(2.5)

which implies that

(2.6)

KjtK/ -=- {4(l-n)a- (n+2){Jl Kp

-2{2(n-l)a+nt5j {(n-I)a+t5}gjh

K jiKj i,,2(1l-- 1) (na+2p) {4(n-1)a t- (11 ! 2);3j

'-2J1{2(n--l)a-! nm {(n-1)a iPl

by virtue of (2. 3).
Transvecting (2.5) with Kjk and using (2.3) and (2.6), wc find

(2.7)

= {4(1- n)a- (n +2) f31 [2 (n-I) (na+ 2f3)

;., {4(n~ l)a +(n+ 2) p} -2n {2(n- I)a+ npl >. {(n -l)a ; p) J

-f-4(n-l) (na-f-2{J) {(n-l)a+,B) {2(71-1)a-inp}.

We see from (2. 5) that the eigenvalue A of K} satisfies the quadratic equation

A2 + {4(n-l)a+ (n+2)f31 A

+2{2(n-l)a+np) {(n-l)a~p)=0,

that i~l

(2.8)

LEM;>'IA 2.1. In a conformally flat space of dimension n with COnstant scalar Cllrvature
K, we hat'e (cf. See [6J).

(2.9)

-..!l---Kt'K rK t 2n_-l .. --K K-Kji
n-2 s r (n-1) (n-2) J'

+__L KL (V' Kn.) (V'jKin.)
(n-l) (n-2) J , •

Substituting (2. 3) I (2. 6) and (2. 7) into (2. 9), we find the relationship
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~ L1(KjiKii) = n~2 [t4(1-n)a- (n+2)p}(2(n-1)(na+2,6)

x {4(n-1)a+ (n+2)Pl -2n{2(n-1)a+nPl {(n-1)a+p})

+4(n-1) (na+2p) {(n-1)a+Pl {2(n-1)a+npl ]

(n-i)(n~2) {-2(n-1) (na+2p) l [2(n-1) (na+2p)

x {4(n-1)a+ (n+2)!3l -2n {2(n-l)a+nm {(n-1)a+!3)]

+ (n-1)\n-2) {-2(n-l) (na+2P)}3+(j7jKik) (j7iKik)

or, equivalently

(2.10)

LEMMA 2.2. Let (M, g) be a conformally flat space of dimension n>3 such that condit
ions (I) and (ll) of Proposition 1. 1 are satisfied, and the . scalar cuTtJatnre K is con

.stant, then a and f3 are both constants on (M, g).

Proof· Differentiating (1. 27) covariantly, we have

(2.11)

where {3k=VkP.

On the other hand, we have from (1. 1)

(2.12)

(2.13)

because of K= constant.

Transvecting (2.11) with gik and using (2.12), we have

{-~~~j3i+ (ut,8t)Ui+ (Vt,Bt)Vi}
n

+,B {ujCl7tut) +Vi(VtVt ) +ut(j7tUi) +Vt(j7tVi)} =0.

Taking skew--symmetric parts of (2.11) with respect to k and j and making use of
(1. 4), we obtain

<2.14)

+,6 {(j7kUj-j7jU/,)Ui+ (j7kVj-j7/CJk)Vi

+ujl7kUi-ukli'jUj+Vjj7kVi-Vkli'lDj} =0
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from which, transvecting with uiu i and ViVi respectively,

(2.15)

(2. 16) n-2 {.B.--- (v'.Bt) vkl +.B {- v'P,t'k-UV' (ptu.)ukl =0.
n

Transvecting (2. 15) with v k and (2.16) with uk, we have respectively

(2.17)

Substituting (2.15) and (2.16) into (2.13) and taking account of (2.17), we find

(2. 18)

for suitable functions A and B, and consequently f3 is constant by virtue of (2.17).
Since K and f3 are both constants, a is also because of (2.3). Thus Lemma 2.2 IS

proved.

LE:\I\lA 2.3. Under the same assumptions as those stated in Lemma 2.2, we have p=O
or 2a+ 13=0 on (AI, g).

Proof. We have from (2. 5) and Lemma 2. 2

(2. 19)

for some constants a and b, where

(2. 20)

On the other hand, we see that

(2.21)

a=4(1-n)a+ (n+2).B,

b=-2{2(n-l)a+n.B1 {(n-l)a+.BJ.

because of (1. 1), (1. 4) and K= constant.
Differentiating (2. 19) covariantly, we get

(2. 22)

from which, taking skew-symmetric parts with respect to k and j and using (2. 21),

or, changing k with i,

(2.23)

Adding (2. 22) to (2. 23), we find
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from which, transvecting Kt' and using (2.19),

aK1tV;K{ + 2br;Klk= O.

Thus the last two equations mean that

Since a and b are both constants, we have a2-4b=O or J7~j;=O on (M, g). If a2
4b=0, then we easily verify that {3=O because of (2.8) and (2.20).

if rJl{ji=O, then L1(Kj ;Kii)=O. In this case, we see f3=O or 2a+f3=O by virtue of
(2.10). This complete the proof.

Summing up the arguments developed above, if {3=O, (M, g) is a real space form bec
ause of (2.1). If 2a+ .8=0, then the eigenvalues of the Ricci tensor K/' are 2a or -2a
(n-3) by virtue of (2.8). In usual way (cf. See Ryan [I], Sekigawa and Tagagi
[2J), owing to completeness, (Mn,g) is one of E" or WxSn-2 (c).

We are now in a position to have a theorem.

THEOREM 2.4. Let (Mn, g) (n>3) be a complete conformally flat space with mutually
orthogonal unit vector fields uh and vI. and with constant scalar curvature satisfying the
two conditions:

(1) The curvature operator Kkj;"XkYJ associated with two vector fields X" and Y"
orthogonal to u" and v" respectively annihilates u" and vI..

(I1) Sectional curvature K(a) with respect to a section containing u" orthogonal to v",
and vice versa are same value, and K(a) is a constant. Then (M", g) is one of S"(c), En
or WxSn-2 (c), the real space forms of curvature c being denoted by sn(c) or En depend
ing on whether c is positive or zero.
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